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LET US HELP YOU FIND THE GOOD STUFF FESTAMSTERDAM.COM

FURNITURE VIEWER 

Sometimes it’s quite difficult to imagine what a piece of furniture will look like after
you’ve designed it the way you would like it. With our new furniture viewer you can view
all of our products in 360 degrees. In several configurations and in all available fabrics.

Now that’s handy, isn’t it?

FEST INDEX 01



 

In 2013 Femke Furnée founded FEST, an interior design brand that makes decorating 
much more fun and easy thanks to its excellent services and accessible design collection. 
Whilst decorating her first apartment, the 26-year-old art history student found there was 
a serious lack of well-designed furniture for an affordable price. Her entrepreneurial nature 
and love for aesthetics led her to the start of an incredible journey. Making high-end design 
and great service accessible.

Femke Furnée
Founder FEST 

OUR STORY

FEST 03OUR STORY
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FEST
01: BOLSTER 3-SEAT upholstered in KVADRAT HALLINGDAL 65 - 753, 02 + 06: SINCLAIR LOUNGE CHAIRS upholstered in ALPINE - 101 IVORY and ALPINE - 01 NATURAL, 

03: PLATEAU SIDE TABLE in COBALT BLUE, 04: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in SAND, 05: TERRY RUG XL in SAND, 07: WESSEL CANDLE HOLDER in SAND 05COLLECTIONSS22
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ACCESSIBLE DESIGN
Design and great service, 
made accessible.

LOCAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
All furniture is produced in Europe - 
the majority within the Netherlands.

MINDFUL CHOICES
We aim to keep our ecological
footprint as small as possible.

MADE BY DESIGNERS
We work with international designers. 
Big names and talented freshmen.

MANI.FEST
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We believe beautiful things 
shouldn’t cost the earth.
But fact is: they often do.
That’s why we’re eager 
to continuously improve 
ourselves. For a better world.

LOCAL HEROES
All of our furniture is made in Europe, the majority even in the 
Netherlands. This allows us to stay in close contact with our 
factories, ensure a safe working environment and guarantee the high 
quality of your new furniture. Plus: it saves loads on toxic transport 
emissions.

THOUGHT THROUGH MATERIALS
Raw, responsible and durable. A better world all starts with the base. 
That’s why we focus on responsible use of raw materials. Whether 
that’s through recycling, durability, certificates or new technologies.

MADE TO LAST
Focusing on high quality, timeless design and durability. Durability 
is what we aim for. In the sense of high quality and timeless design.
We want you to enjoy your furniture and home décor. Not just for 
this season, but for years to come. That’s why we work with local 
designers, craftsmen and specialised manufacturers.

READ MORE AT
FESTAMSTERDAM.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

THIS IS HOW:

SUSTAINABILITY

FEST 8SUSTAINABILITY



Denni
Elias

FEST visits..

Influencer Denni Elias (32) is what you’d call a 
world citizen. She lived in Mexico City, Vancouver, 
New York and Los Angeles, before she moved to 
her very Parisian apartment 4 years ago.

HOMERUN DINING CHAIR in NATURAL OAK

DUNBAR 3-SEAT upholstered in KVADRAT CODA 2 - 103

KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in CARAMEL

STRIPES CUSHION SMALL in ORANGE / PURPLESTRIPES CUSHION MEDIUM in YELLOW / SAND DODD CANDLE XL

FEST 11DENNI ELIASFEST VISITS



OHMMM
‘The first thing I do when I wake up is brush my teeth. After that, 
I meditate. At least 15 minutes, but if I have time, I can easily go 
for an hour.’

RUSTIC LIVING
‘I grew up in a very Mexican interior: lots of dark wood, simple 
furniture, pretty classical interior wise. Most Mexican homes are 
very open: big windows, large gardens, very rustic.’

DO(G)-RE-MI
‘When I’m home alone I sing to my dog and dance with her. Pony 
is my partner in crime.’

ROSEMOJI 
‘Lately I’ve been using the red rose emoji a lot, as in: for 
everything. But my favourite one is the heart. Or the happy 
smiley. Only positive ones, that’s for sure.’ 

ON REPEAT
‘Nina Simone, Frank Sinatra, The Platters; I’ve been watching the 
series The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel – about a woman in 50’s New 
York. It’s great because it has this nice vintage vibe and amazing 
soundtracks.’ 

MORE PLS!
‘I’m obsessed with crisps. Tyrell’s Seasalt & Cider Vinegar are 
my favourite. Bitter, salty, sour.. It has everything. I eat them the 
Mexican way: with Valentina spicy salsa.’

TEACH ME
 ‘If I could buy a skill, it would be playing the piano. I’ve always 
wanted to learn it, but I’m too impatient.. I just want to learn it 
fast, and be able to fully do it NOW.’ 

WOOPS
‘I love my white carpet, but with a peeing dog at home, it may 
not have been my best decision ever. Same for the plant I put 
on top of my 2 metre high closet. It looked great, but I kept on 
forgetting to water it because it was so high up. So.. it died. Poor 
thing.’

BEST BUY
‘Without a doubt: the marble dining table I had order made. 
Maybe it’s the type of stone, but it makes me feel calm. I really 
want to sit at it, work at it, eat at it. It attracts positive vibes.’

MEANT TO BE
‘I love my Dunbar sofa. It’s so peaceful and it has the perfect 
size: it’s big enough to have company, while it doesn’t feel too 
big when I’m alone either. The fabric is beautiful and great to 
sleep on - yep, I speak from experience haha.’

EAVESDROPPING
‘If I could be an item in my home I would be my plant in the 
living room. Listening to all the conversations, being included 
in the party. Or my table, because that’s where everyone’s 
happy, eating, enjoying themselves.’

A LITTLE MEXICO IN PARIS
‘The most Mexican thing in my Parisian home? Alebrijes. 
They’re wooden figures that represent spiritual guidance. 
They’re a mix of all sorts of mythological creatures. I love the 
story and artisanry behind it.’

TONE IT DOWN
‘The apartment I’m in is pure Paris: high ceilings, historical 
parquet, marble chimney, French balconies. Combined I with 
my marble table it just all became a bit too French. I like how 
the FEST candles – with their 80’s American vibes – tone 
down the Parisian-ness a bit, in a very cool way.’

SNEAK PEEK
‘I would love to have a look in Cate Blanchett’s home. She’s one of my 
favourite actresses and I would love to see what she’s reading and how she 
goes about her life in private. Another one is the Mexican actress Maria 
Felix. She past away a long time ago already, but she was amazing. Such a 
diva. I imagine that she had all these great secrets in her house.’

WHAT’S YOUR GO-TO CAFÉ/BAR/RESTAURANT/SPOT IN THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD?

  RESTAURANT: Bar de Dragon
  MORNING COFFEE or 5PM WINE: Bar de la Croix Rouge 
  LATE NIGHT BAR: Bar du Dragon
  BRUNCH: Saint Pearl
  DINNER: Oenosteria for Italian, Le Bar des Près by Cyril Lignac for Asian

Online 
Morning person

Mexico
Book

Never dance again
Clutter queen

Ordering in

Offline shopping
Night owl
France both!
a movie
Never travel again
Neat freak
Eating out  my go to meals are sushi and pizza

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

This is SO mean haha! I 

can’t choose. But if I must… 

dancing is so primal, I cannot 

not dance. 

It’s impossible to choose

I’m a touchy person,

I like to feel the fabric

FEST FEST12 13DENNI ELIASDENNI ELIASFEST VISITS FEST VISITS
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Universe
of you

01: THE WHITE RABBIT CANDLE in WHITE, 02: BOLSTER 3-SEAT SOFA 

upholstered in KVADRAT VIDAR - 723, 03: NEO RUG in DARK BLUE, 04: 

FAA CANDLE in SAND, 05: MIRO CANDLE in BLUE, 06: DODD CANDLE in 

WHITE, 07: STRIPES CUSHION in YELLOW / SAND, 08: CHECKS CUSHION 

in PURPLE / ORANGE, 09: CHECK CUSHION in BLUE / LIGHT BLUE, 10: 

NANA POUF in SILENT 02 - CREAM, 11: BUBBLE VASE in BLUE, 12: DIXON 

BOWL LARGE in LIGHT BLUE, 13: DIXON BOWL SMALL in NEON LIME, 

14: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in CARAMEL, 15: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER 

in SAND, 16: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in LILAC, 17: SCENTED STICKS in 

scent BERGAMOT + TONKABEAN, 18: DOT RUG in BLUE / BEIGE

Sometimes it’s the smallest things that make the 
biggest impression. Adding a cushion, throw, rug 
or even some candles can transform a house into 
your cosy, welcoming home.



It’s bold,
It’s beautiful,
It’s..
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BOWIE SOFA designed by MEIKE HARDE
Mix the vibe of a chaise longue with the comfort of a sofa and 
Bowie is what you get. Its rounded corners give it a friendly, retro 
vibe, while its clean shape and design keep it fresh and modern.

FEST 16SOFASFURNITURE

Bowie
01: BOWIE 3-SEAT SOFA upholstered in SOIL 44 - TURQUOISE, 02: SINCLAIR LOUNGE CHAIR upholstered in KVADRAT CODA 2 - 103, 03: KAKTEE FLOOR LIGHT in BLUE, 04: PLATEAU SIDE TABLE in LILAC,

05: OTIS VASE LARGE in SMOKE, 06: BLUSH CUSHION, 07: IVY CUSHION in SAFFRON, 08: GALA CANDLE in GREEN, 09 TERRY RUG in SAND, 10 MARABOU COFFEE TABLE with SAND FRAME and SAND TRAY 
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Did you know that you can customise 
your sofa? You can choose the 
configuration, colour and fabric to 
your liking. We have over 100 fabrics 
available. Check our website for all 
possibilities.

Sit back
and relax

01: AKU CORNER SOFA DIVAN LEFT upholstered in SOIL 01 - NATURAL, 

02: DUNBAR CORNER SOFA DIVAN RIGHT upholstered in ROYAL 160 

- MAGNOLIA, 03 SINCLAIR LOUNGE CHAIR upholstered in KVADRAT 

HALLINGDAL 65 - 753, 04: BOWIE 3-SEAT SOFA upholstered in ALPINE 101 - 

IVORY 05: HUF 3-SEAT CURVED SOFA upholstered in JUKE - 51 KHAKI



 Jeanne
de Kroon

FEST visits..

Jeanne de Kroon (28) travels all over the world 
for her ethical fashion brand Zazi Vintage. But 
her pink boat in Amsterdam, where she lives with 
her chickens (Plum, Nuni, Pientje, Zoepie and 
Princess Kip) and rabbits (Pleun and Flopje) is 
where she calls home.

PLATEAU SIDE TABLE in TERRA

available in 10+ colours

DANDELION PAPERWEIGHT

with real dandelion

HUF 3-SEAT SOFA upholstered in DUSK 155 - OCRE

SUKI GLASS in TRANSPARANTNARA TABLE LIGHT

available in  MUSTARD / PURPLE   BLACK / WHITE

MURRAY BOWL in LILAC, available in   SAND

 BLUE   PURPLE

FEST 21JEANNE DE KROONFEST VISITS



  

GETTING USED TO IT 
‘Living on a boat is the best thing in the world. You 
live with the seasons more. Waking up and being 
able to swim right away is magical. The boat itself 
is a concrete chunk, not that charming. But with 
a warm colour palette and a lot of love, you’ll get 
pretty far.’

COLOUR PLS! 
‘My dad was the OG Amsterdam hipster influencer: 
white walls, black leather designer chair. That’s how 
I grew up: without any colour. Can you imagine? 
I personally created my own big colour show: I 
refused to go out without 10 pigtails with flowers 
and beads in my hair. I believe you’ll experience 
happiness if you live the dream you had when 
you were 7 years old. So in my case, that’s with 
chickens and rabbits on a pink boat.’

ECO BOAT 
‘Everything in here is sustainably produced or 
secondhand. From my homemade curtains to the 
vintage kitchen tiles a friend gave me. Okay, almost 
everything: I have no idea how eco-friendly my 
kitchen tools are, I must admit.’

TIME MACHINE 
‘I couldn’t find a nice sofa anywhere until I saw 

Huf: feminine, round. It feels like you’ve stepped 
into a 70’s movie. I hesitated between ochre, 
pink and green, so I ordered a couple swatches. 
When I felt this fabric I instantly knew this was it: 
it’s super warm and inviting.’

SUSTAINABILITY IS.. 
‘Not for sale. I think the connection you feel 
with something is much more sustainable. 
Whether it’s clothing, a sofa or something else; 
if you know the story behind it, connect with 
it emotionally, ultimately that’s the reason you 
don’t throw it away. That scarf your grandmother 
knitted for you years ago (and still have), is more 
sustainable than the super eco organic recycled 
cotton thing that you don’t feel anything for.’

ON MY BEDSIDE TABLE 
‘There are a candle, a hot water bottle and a 
book – such a cliché, haha. Oh, and I have a 
teddy bear. Actually two: Flappie and Bear.’

THIS OR  THAT

Impulsive 
Online 

Thrift shopper
City 

Minimalist 
Neat freak 

Plate on your lap
Bath

Eclectic
DIY 

Shoes on
Chilling on the sofa

thoughtful shopper  Intuitive shopper!
offline shopping
design lover
countryside
maximalist
clutter queen
at the table
shower
modern
outsource
off (when entering the house)

dining with friends Both!

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

WAKE ME UP FOR 
‘A wild adventure! Climbing the Himalayas or 
something. But a hug from a friend will also do. Or 
if someone would wake me up and say, “Chicken 
Plum wants another hug,” that’s fine too!’

BEST INTERIOR LESSON 
‘I lived in an industrial loft in Berlin: windows 
everywhere, a bed that overlooked the living room, 
ultra-modern. Probably the dream of the average 
36-year-old bachelor crypto man, but not for 
me. I wanted to make it a kind of Italian palazzo, 
so I painted all the walls dark red. It turned out 
extremely ugly!’

So my only rule is: don’t try to make your house 
something it doesn’t want to be. Look at it and see 
what it can and cannot take. Sure you can cheat 
a bit. Like I did here, painting those quirky edges 
along the ceiling to give it a little more character 
- although I don’t know if I’ll leave it that way - but 
there are limits.’

THIS OR  THAT

FEST FEST22 23JEANNE DE KROONFEST VISITSJEANNE DE KROONFEST VISITS



Stunning
storage Hide the mess, display the gems. That’s what the open 

sideboard by Spanish design studio Yonoh does best – 
and may we say: in a very elegant way. 

OPEN SIDEBOARD designed by YONOH

FEST 25STORAGEFURNITURE

Hide the clutter,
and flaunt the gems.

03

01
02

01: SONIA SHELVING SYSTEM LARGE in OAK, 02: SONIA SHELVING 

SYSTEM LARGE in BLACK, 03: SHATTA SIDEBOARD
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 Tjade
and
Martijn

FEST visits..

TJADE AND MARTIJNFEST VISITS

MONDAY LOUNGE CHAIR upholstered in ROYAL 110 - LINEN, 

PLATEAU SIDE TABLE in SAND

MONDAY LOUNGE CHAIR without arms with SAND FRAME 

upholstered in VIDAR - 723

NIPPER CHAMPAIGN GLASSES Set of 2 YVES TABLE LIGHT in TROPICALIZATE, available in   SAND

 TERRA   TROPICALIZATE

PARKER CANDLE HOLDER in BLUE

CLAY CORNER SOFA upholstered in SYDNEY - 91 LIGHT 

GREY

Fifty shades of grey, bits of blues, a pop of 
copper and a good-looking red cat: welcome to 
Tjade & Martijn’s lovely place. Share your interior 
as well via #walloffest and get ready to inspire.



Design to 
dine for

The looks of a dining chair mixed with the comfort of a sofa. 
That’s Monday. Its wide seat and back, filled with highly 
resilient foam make this chair one you’ll never want to get 
off from.

MONDAY DINING CHAIR without arms

FEST 29CHAIRSFURNITURE

04

02

01

03

01:  FRIDAY DINING CHAIR  without arms in BEECH upholstered in JUKE 70 - 

LILAC, 02: Eve dining chair in Kvadrat Vidar - 542,  

03: HOMERUN DINING CHAIR in OAK with VEGAN LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

04: MONDAY DINING CHAIR with arms upholstered in ALPINE 101 - IVORY
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Meet our shooting star: Plateau. Whether you go for the 
side, coffee or dining table, its playful, orbit-like shapes 
and contrasting materials will put a smile on your face, for 
(light) years to come.

Discover
more colours

Planet
Plateau

01: PLATEAU DINING TABLE ROUND with OAK TOP and TRANSPARANT 

FRAME, 02: PLATEAU DINING TABLE OVAL in BLACK, 03: PLATEAU SIDE 

TABLE in NEON LIME 04: PLATEAU COFFEE TABLE in SAND, 

Designed by Berlin-based 
duo Terhedebrügge

01

02

03

04



01

02

03

FEST 33OUTDOORFURNITURE

Want to up your outdoor game? 
Enter Dunbar Outdoor. Comfy, sleek and resistant to all the 
elements of nature, thanks to its upholstery.Let’s go

outside
01: DUNBAR OUTDOOR CORNER SOFA DIVAN 

RIGHT, 02: NIN RUG OUTDOOR, 03: PLATEAU 

SIDE TABLE SPECIAL in CORAL CLOUD, 

04:  FINN CUSHION SMALL in OFF WHITE, 

05: FINN CUSHION MEDIUM in OYSTER,

06: FINN CUSHION SMALL in SURF BLUE, 

07: FINN CUSHION MEDIUM in MINT

06

04

07

05



NOT THE ONLY ONE 
‘It’s a common struggle with large, modern spaces: 
creating unity. Especially if the functions of the house are 
divided into different rooms, which means there simply is 
more space to bridge.’

A GOOD START
‘What stays? What needs to be replaced? And which 
elements are important to take into account? In order to 
clarify the focus, these are the questions we started with.’ 

FROM CARPET TO TV CABINET
‘Ellen really liked the burgundy red of her Persian carpet. 
The green part in the custom-made TV cabinet was 
something to keep in mind since Ellen likes the green, but 
she didn’t necessarily want more of it.’

COLOUR CONFESSION
‘So, no to green, yes to red. In combination with the 
sleek and modern base of the house, we came up with 
a ton-sur-ton colour palette of warm reds, pinks and 
browns (Royal Magnolia and Royal Bordeaux). Deep and 

earthy tones to add warmth and cosiness, with a focus 
on burgundy and pink to make a link to the carpet in the 
other room.’

TON-SUR-TON 
‘We chose some shades from the carpet, but applied 
them in different gradations to create more layers and not 
let the burgundy dominate.’

NEAT MESS 
‘Different dining room chairs can be great fun, but they 
can also quickly look messy. A solution: the same type of 
chairs, with different upholstery, but in colours that are 
close to each other.’

FRIENDLY DESIGN
‘A ton-sur-ton colour combination has a soothing effect 
on modern interiors. If you take one shade of red (which 
is quite a fierce, dominant colour) and with white walls 
as the base, you’ll end up with a pretty stark contrast. By 
using multiple gradations of a colour, you soften that. It 
looks friendlier and more design-y.’

WITH 3D TOOLS, WE 
VISUALIZE YOUR 
FUTURE HOME FOR 
FREE.

FEST FEST34 35INTERIOR ADVICEINTERIOR ADVICE

Awesome house, lots of space, cast floor, custom 
cabinets, vintage furniture. Ellen Huls’ self-built 
barn house had it all. And yet, there was something 
missing. Ellen was looking for more unity and a fresh 
contemporary–but also luxurious–look. Well, leave that 
to FEST’s interior stylist Femke de Gans.

‘Femke created unity. The colour and design of the 
chairs fit perfectly in our kitchen and living room and 
they’re super comfortable as well. The home décor 
completes it all. We couldn’t be happier with the end 
result.’

THE FEST EFFECT
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POLLY VASE SMALL

WESSEL CANDLE HOLDER in BLACK

MONDAY DINING CHAIR with arms upholstered in ROYAL - 160 MAGNOLIA, WESSEL CANDLEHOLDER in BLACK, 

MURRAY BOWL in LILAC, OTIS VASE LARGE in SMOKE, SUKI CARAFE + GLASSES.

ICHI PAPERWEIGHTKOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in ORANGE SUKI CARAFFE

Get your
feet up!
How do you test a sofa? Let us guess... 
you probably bounce for a bit and sit 
up straight for five minutes, tops. But 
would you ever sit on it like that at home? 
Exactly: never. That’s why you can test 
your favourite sofas in our mini cinemas in 
Amsterdam en Ghent. Sit, lay and jump on 
them like you would at home. We’ll take 
care of the rest.

The FEST effect -
a glimpse of the end result.

Book your 
cinema visit 

here



Pia looks somewhat like a hi-hat on a power cord, but 
don’t expect it to make music. What does it do?
Light up your room. Literally and figuratively. Just like all 
of our other lighting, by the way.

PIA PENDANT LIGHT

FEST 39LIGHTINGHOME DÉCOR
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Light
it up!

01: PIA PENDANT LIGHT, 02: ORB PENDANT 

LIGHT, 03: KAKTEE FLOOR LIGHT in BEIGE, 

04:  YVES TABLE LIGHT in TROPICALIZATE, 

05: NARA TABLE LIGHT in MUSTARD / 

PURPLE, 06: KAKTEE TABLE LIGHT in LILAC

04



FEST is all about what makes YOU happy. We don’t
believe there’s a ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ when it comes to
interior design. Whether you like to copy-paste a
Pinterest pic or experiment with new shapes, colours 
and patterns yourself, we got you. 

FEST FEST40SHAPE YOUR WORLDHOME DÉCOR
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12Shape
your world

09

10

08

06

07
01: PHOEBE LOUNGE CHAIR upholstered with ROYAL 14 - ARMY, 02: BUBBLE VASE in 

AMBER, 03: NARA VASE in SAND, NEO RUG in BEIGE, 05: HEXAGON SIDE TABLE LARGE in 

GREY, 06: ORSAY CANDLE in CREME, 07: FAA CANDLE in PURPLE, 08 CHECKS CUSHION in 

BLUE / BLUE, 09: CHECKS CUSHION in GREEN / SAND, 10: STRIPES CUSHION in PURPLE / 

ORANGE, 11: DUKO VASE S in BLACK / WHITE, 12: SOIL CUSHION in NATUREL, 13: RO PLAID in 

TAUPE, 14: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in LILAC, ORANGE and GREEN, 15: NEO MIRROR



SOFA GUIDE

A lone wolf or social queen? And which sofa suits which preference best? Find out here!
All of these sofas are modular, which means you can customise them exactly to your liking. 
Check out our website to create and view your dream sofa.

Check out
all sofas

Are you a movie 
binger or
sofa sleeper?

BOLSTER

BOWIE

INFO

Low backrest, sleek frame, chubby cushions, active seat, little 
chance of creasing, mix of straight and round and lines. a 
sophisticated yet inviting sofa.

INFO

Low backrest, deep seat, high armrest, slight chance of
creasing, clean and round line, modern with a touch of retro.

MEET

MEET

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to lay down and 

rest their head on 

the side

like to have their 

back supported when 

sitting up

like to put their arms 

on the backrest

like a clean,

plump look

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to lounge, curl op 

in the corner

like to get there feet 

up the sofa / spoon 

on the sofa

don’t mind a bit of 

creasing after a while 

/ like a laid back look

want it modern with 

a touch of retro / like 

to mix 

AKU

EDGE

DUNBAR

CLAY

INFO

Low backrest, active seat, high armrests, little chance of creasing, 
smooth lines, sophisticated and sleek.

INFO

Low backrest, active seat, low armrests, little chance of creasing, 
smooth and straight lines, a modern vibe.

INFO

Low backrest, deep seat, high armrests, slight chance of creasing, 
smooth lines, modern and mellow.

INFO

High backrest, deep seat, low armrest, high chance of creasing, 
laidback and round lines, easygoing look.

MEET

MEET

MEET

MEET

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to curl up in the 

corner

like to have their back 

supported

like to put their arms 

on the backrest

like a clean,

plump look

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to lounge sitting 

up

like to have their back 

supported

like to rest their head 

on the side

want little chance of 

creasing

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to lounge and

curl up in the corner

like to get there feet 

up the sofa / spoon 

on the sofa

don’t mind a bit of 

creasing after a while 

/ like a laid back look

like it modern and 

mellow

01 02 03 04

FOR THOSE WHO:

like to have their back 

supported

like to get there feet 

up the sofa / spoon 

on the sofa

like to rest their head 

on the side

don’t mind creases 

SOFA GUIDE
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Rationality and basic forms meet flair - according to German designer Martin Hirth, that’s 
the best way to describe his style. But what about the man behind the design? A quick 
Q&A with the designer of the Bolster & Huf sofas, the Friday family, and funky candles like 
Miro, Gala and Wocky. 

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR GREATEST 
ACHIEVEMENT TO DATE?
‘Fulfilling my dream to become a designer.’
 
IF BOLSTER WAS A PERSON, HOW WOULD YOU 
INTRODUCE HIM/HER/THEM TO YOUR FRIENDS?
‘Hi folks! This is Bolster, he will be your best buddy 
– for sure!’
 
WHICH OF YOUR FEST DESIGNS IS YOUR 
FAVOURITE?
‘That’s like having to choose between your kids: 
impossible! Just like each child, each design is 
beautiful in its own way.’
 
WHAT DO YOUR DESIGNS SAY ABOUT YOU?
‘That I’m trying to make the world an aesthetic and 
sustainable place.’
     
WHAT’S YOUR BEST INTERIOR PURCHASE 
EVER AND WHY?
‘A glossy, dark red lacquered high board. It’s a 
vintage find and it’s so clear and playful at the 
same time. Truly a unique piece of furniture.’
 

WHAT KIND OF HOME DID YOU DREAM ABOUT 
AS A KID?
‘As a kid I actually didn’t even think about any 
other home than the one I lived in. I grew up in 
a little village in the Black Forest (Germany). We 
were surrounded by nature, the perfect kids’ 
playground.’
 
AND NOW?
‘An old building in the hills of Tuscany–optimally 
with a sea view–would be my dream for now.’

MY BIGGEST INTERIOR CRINGE IS…
‘Low ceilings.’

WHAT CAN WE ALWAYS WAKE YOU UP FOR? 
‘Something unexpected.’
 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU WERE PROUD? 
‘A few weeks ago, I received a parcel with the final 
prototypes of a very complex development. We’ve 
been working on this product for over two years 
and it was quite a challenge to perfect it.’

Introducing the
brilliant mind behind the design

TÊTE-À-TÊTE WITH..
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FRIDAY DINING TABLE OVAL in ARIZONA, MONDAY DINING CHAR without Arms upholstered in HERO - 311,  MONDAY BENCH, FRIDAY DINING 

CHAIR without Arms upholstered in JUKE 03 - SAND, OTIS VASE LARGE in TRANSPARANT, KAKTEE PENDANT LIGHT in BEIGE



We visited Ruby Hodge for a peek into her cosy 
condo, where Japanese and Scandi influences 
are mixed with poppin’ colours. Share your 
interior as well with #walloffest and get ready to 
inspire. 

Ruby
Hodge

FEST visits..
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NARA TABLE LIGHT in MUSTARD / PURPLE, PLATEAU SIDE TABLE in CAMEL

RUBY HODGEFEST VISITS

ORSAY CANDLE in BLUE

DUNBAR CORNER SOFA DIVAN LEFT upholstered in ROYAL 

56 - PETROL

FRIDAY DINING TABLE OVAL in BLACKNIN CUSHION MEDIUM in BLACK / WHITE OBI VASE LARGE in CARAMEL



In-store 
cinema Book your spot!

Test your favourite sofa in our mini cinema.  
We’ll spoil you with drinks, bites & a nice 

movie. The only thing you need to do is chill.

Sit back and relax! We put 
your new furniture into place 
and take all rubbish with us.

Free interior
advice
Our Interior Design Specialists are here for 
you. Online and in real life - whatever suits 
you best. Buying furniture is a big deal, 
literally and figuratively. Which model, which 
colour, which fabric... and what colour to paint 
the wall? We know the struggle! Let us help 
you out with free interior advice.

Free fabric 
samples

Choosing your favourite 
fabric can be hard. To help 

you pick the right one, we’re 
happy to ship up to 5 free 

samples. 

Full service 
delivery

Order here your

free swatches!

OUR SERVICES

Choosing a new interior can be challenging. But we’re 
committed to making it the easiest and most fun 
experience possible. Check out the services that set us 
apart from the rest.

FEST FEST48 49OUR SERVICESOUR SERVICES
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Can you
candle it

Wall of 
FEST

Share your items with us and the world! 
And get the the chance to be featured.

07

04

01: BOOLY CANDL EHOLDER LARGE in POWDER, 02: BOOLY CANDLE HOLDER SMALL 

in PUMPKIN, 03: GUS CANDL EHOLDER in BLUE, 04: OTTO CANDLE HOLDER in 

GREEN, 05: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in GREEN, 06: KOBUS CANDLE HOLDER in MINT, 

07: KOBUS CANDL EHOLDER in YELLOW

@iissaabbellyy

@aude_julie

@lennartrottier@norstyled

@marjoleinrombout

@journeyjournal

@alodia87
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+31 (0)30 212 01 70
utrecht@festamsterdam.comUtrecht Lange Jansstraat 12

3512 BB Utrecht

BRAND STORES

Want to see, touch and experience 
our collection in real life? We’d love to 

welcome you in one of our stores.

Shop online at
festamsterdam.com

+31 (0)20 237 65 14
de.clercqstraat@festamsterdam.com

+32 (0)3 808 69 58 
antwerpen@festamsterdam.com

+31 (0)20 261 51 66
van.woustraat@festamsterdam.com

Amsterdam WEST

Antwerp

Amsterdam DE PIJP

Ghent

De Clercqstraat 44
1052 NG Amsterdam

Steenhouwersvest 16
2000 Antwerp

Van Woustraat 111
1074 AH Amsterdam

+32 (0)9 367 95 46
gent@festamsterdam.nl

Voldersstraat 70
9000 Ghent

+31 (0)10 203 64 62
rotterdam@festamsterdam.comRotterdam Delftsevaart 26

3011 HM Rotterdam

THE NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

Brand
stores



FESTAMSTERDAM.COM


